GERMANS SAY TANOMOSHI ALIVE, MUTUAL FINANCING ASSOCIATION

The lack of financing facilities is keenly felt in our community, for which reason money circulation is bad and business depressed, if not altogether dead, due to the high interest charged by the moneylenders, with or without the Tanimoshis, or mutual financing association. Businessmen do not seem to have a proper view of what these associations are for, because they cannot obtain a loan from any other source.

The good feature of tanomoshi is that a member of the bank does not have to give personal security. Sometimes it is necessary to ask for loans from the moneylenders, yet the member in the tanomoshi does not have to give personal security, being only surety of each other with whom he has a transaction. He will be required to give personal security for the personal affairs of other members, and I am sure that in a desperate situation in the bank the member who wants to draw from him

The Tanomoshi has been formed in Honolulu and in the United States, and they have been forming tanomoshis in Japan. One of the tanomoshi in Japan is called "Shounosuki." The Tanomoshi is for the purpose of improving the business of the individual and for the general welfare of the community. Its members are willing to lend money to each other, but must be a strenuous one. It will require your individual judgment to determine the creditworthiness of each member. The Tanomoshi must be an association of men of all ages and all conditions.

HAMAKUA LIONS CLUB STAGING PATRIOTIC EVENT AT HONOKA

A program that will honor his country and keep his memory alive will be held at the Hamakua Lions Club tonight. The program will begin at 7:30 p.m. and will include a tributes to those who served in the military, as well as a patriotic song.

JAPAN NAVY MOPS UP SPOT IN KIANGSU

MANY SING JUICE CHECKED FOR MUNITIONS

Shanghai, Sep 17. — Japanese armed forces captured a large number of munitions in Kiangsu province today. The Japanese forces have been reported to have captured many munitions in the province.

JAPAN NAVY LOCKS UP SPOT IN KIANGSU

Shanghai, Sep 17. — Japanese armed forces today captured a large number of munitions in Kiangsu province. The Japanese forces have been reported to have captured many munitions in the province.

Justice Goes Wrong

Bees, Lykes owned by Lykes Bros. of Houston, Texas and run by US President Lines is Ineffective

The vessel sailed a cargo of lumber, lumber, and more lumber, for the region. On its arrival at the port of shipment, it was discovered that the cargo was smaller than the stated quantity, leading to a dispute with the shipper's agent.

The Japanese authorities in charge of the port, however, prevented the loading of the lumber on the vessel, as they claimed that the ship's papers were not in order. After a series of arguments, the Japanese decided that the ship would be released and loaded, but the shipper's agent refused to accept the shipment, leading to a standoff.

The shipper's agent claimed that the ship's papers were not in order, but the Japanese authorities insisted that the ship would be released and loaded, leading to a standoff. After a series of negotiations, the Japanese authorities agreed to release the ship, provided that the shipper's agent accepted the shipment. The shipper's agent agreed to accept the shipment, leading to the loading of the lumber on the vessel.

SWEDISH SHIPS SCOUR EXPLORING CASCADE

Shanghai, Sep 17. — Swedish explorers have been reported to have been scouring the cascades in search of valuable minerals. The explorers have been reported to have found a large deposit of minerals in the cascades.

First Case of Japanese Holding Off US Ship Since Anti-Japanese Embargo Report

Shanghai, Sep 17. — The first United States freighter to be held off by Japanese authorities since the anti-Japanese embargo was imposed on Japan was the "Beaumarchais" of the Line Brothers of Houston, Texas.

This vessel carried a cargo of lumber, lumber, and more lumber, for the region. On its arrival at the port of shipment, it was discovered that the cargo was smaller than the stated quantity, leading to a dispute with the shipper's agent.

The Japanese authorities in charge of the port, however, prevented the loading of the lumber on the vessel, as they claimed that the ship's papers were not in order. After a series of arguments, the Japanese decided that the ship would be released and loaded, but the shipper's agent refused to accept the shipment, leading to a standoff.

The shipper's agent claimed that the ship's papers were not in order, but the Japanese authorities insisted that the ship would be released and loaded, leading to a standoff. After a series of negotiations, the Japanese authorities agreed to release the ship, provided that the shipper's agent accepted the shipment. The shipper's agent agreed to accept the shipment, leading to the loading of the lumber on the vessel.
BELGIUM.
—These curly-looking fellows are Belgian, members of a unit training near Joliette, Quebec, Canada, lured before her eyes:

happiness, in a big way.

Now that I've decided to leave soon realizes it's Jim she loves.

In the morning, however, she

know who can help me...

father, who was always on the

move.

I'll find out in the morning.

Good morning, Miss Carters.

To be continued.

The characters in the serial are:

Germans Dig In—First-approved cutout for radio picture from Berlin states three German soldiers digging shallow trenches to escape point-blank fire of Russian, as they advance on Eastern front. Scene is in potato field.

Two Die—What time and children escaped injury in wreck of this special camp bus on New Haven road, at South Kent, Conn., but two engineers were drowned when locomotive left rails and derailed in Hatch pond. Children were bound from Berkeley camp to New York.
NATION'S STORES UNITE IN SAVINGS STAMP WEEK

A million stores from coast to coast are selling Defense Savings Stamps in the biggest retail sales effort on record.

This report of this nation-wide extension of retail sales for the sale of Defense Savings Stamps, was made to Secretary Morgenthau by Maj. Renjiska H. Nakan, Chairman of the Treasury's Retail Advisory Committee which represents thousands of both national and local retail stores. These stores have been told that Defense Stamps have essential equipment for our armed forces; buying Stamps will help to prevent inflation; and after the war the service represented by Defense Stamps will provide a cushion for the period of readjustment.

"I can assure you that National Defense Stamps sales are increasing every day, and I am constantly discovering new ways of appealing to the public," General George C. Marshall, U. S. Chief of Staff, with the Imperial British Staff, is quoted as saying.

DOGS NEEDS SPANISH ONLY

DALLAS, Tex. (UP)—Spanish-speaking policemen were in demand here recently when a woman reported her dog had been stolen. The pop, she said, did not understand a word of English and had to be called in Spanish.

FRICION BASED ON PLANE TIRES

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UP) — Two Kansas City mechanics believe they can increase the rolling qualities of airplane tires by at least 10 per cent with a simple invention.

With their device, which they have used in extensive tests, they sharply drop the wheels of an airplane striking while the ship is preparing to land. The speeding friction of tires, minimize the danger of skidding and increase the life of the tires.

The inventors, P. B. Wolcott and C. R. Hughes, thought of the idea two years ago, and they decided that they didn't apply for a patent until exhaustive research convinced them that it actually was practical.

The device consists of two wheels in a flexible frame, which before he "shipped out" for the service, died at sea, learned that he is living, but must not fail."

The tire problem is a vital one, said Mr. Hughes, because if the wheel spinner may become a vital factor in the defense program.

"The saving of rubber is the important thing," he said. "Rubber may win this war. Airplanes can take off and land and mechanized armies cannot move without them, but our rubber reserves are being depleted and our principal source of supply may be cut off any day by the Japanese."

The test of this invention is now in Uncle Sam's fighting forces.

"If it merely doubles the life of the tire it would be worth while, but it will be more than that," he said. "It should make airplanes last at least 10 times longer."
Molokai, Lanai Teams Arrive Here For 4-IAAF Tourney

Only One Team Unbeaten In Commercial Badminton

MAUI TEAM SLATED TO ARRIVE SAT.

MAUI TEAM SLATED TO ARRIVE SAT.

STRENGTH SHINES I.M.A. WINS BY 7-0 IN TOURNAMENT

Softball essay from Misaki read on the interisland team competition which will be played this Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. Kalama, Mauka, and Makawao will be represented, with the final game played on Saturday. According to the schedule released by the organizers, the tournament will begin at 10 a.m. on Saturday.

Lena Styling

The local representation, Shinko, managed by Lena Styling, Inc., will be represented by the teams being selected for the 4-IAAF Tourney. Styling, who is known for her unique style, will be one of the main attractions in this year's tournament. Her unique style has been praised by many, earning her a top spot in the tournament.

Yesterday's Results

BASEBALL

Cuba, 9, America, 8

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Detroit, 4, Washington, 3

Detroit, 10, Philadelphia, 9

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Detroit, 4, Washington, 3

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Chicago, 9, Brooklyn, 8

Brooklyn, 10, Chicago, 9

Philadelphia, 9, Brooklyn, 8

Philadelphia, 9, Brooklyn, 8

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Detroit, 10, Philadelphia, 9

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Detroit, 10, Philadelphia, 9

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Philadelphia, 9, Brooklyn, 8

Brooklyn, 10, Chicago, 9

Philadelphia, 9, Brooklyn, 8

Philadelphia, 9, Brooklyn, 8

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Detroit, 10, Philadelphia, 9

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Detroit, 10, Philadelphia, 9

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

Chicago, 9, Philadelphia, 8

New York, 9, Philadelphia, 8
「柳さんは、何処にゐろんだ」
千黑くなつてゐる地方は獨軍の占領ソ聯地帯、是にょりソ聯はドユる大かうミもしないのである。

布哇島歌の旅

Where Reds Sacrificed $111,000,000
米ガラパゴスを狙ふ

作戦を恐れてプルガリアに

巴運河防衛に一泊居

大統領にハッサンさん

今青愛国大会

休戦協定を翻譯して

英軍突如ベルへ進撃

勃ソの断絶迫る

併独抗議を一蹴し

勃公使回答を手交

ソ聯外交通絡を引揚げ開始

独伊空陸軍共に

赤軍打撲

ソマハへ猛攻勢

英軍突如ベルへ進撃

勃國肅正を開始

シリア独立宣言

親英政権を樹て

英首相、ソ聯大使へ確約

英米人糾合して

英軍平乱軍共に

英軍平乱軍共に

英軍平乱軍共に